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crew autonomy: allowing astronauts to make decisions 
on their own, with limited input from mission control
crew autonomy: allowing astronauts to make decisions 
on their own, without input from mission control
• Astronauts want more autonomy	
• Increased situational awareness	
• Increased efficiency	
• Future deep space missions
Why is it important?
It can take anywhere from 8 to 
48 minutes for roundtrip 









positioning and control 
of the station	
support for the crew	
!
plus tons of other really important things!
6 astronauts 100s of flight controllers
6 astronauts 100s of flight controllers
In order for astronauts to be more 
autonomous, they will have to be in 
some capacity flight controllers
How do you design a tool that 
allows astronauts to plan and 
control their own missions?
How do you design a tool that lets an 
astronaut take on the roles of 
hundreds of people?
Balance	
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